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Company: Catch Resource Management

Location: United Kingdom

Category: other-general

OneStream Developer – EPM, CPM, Enterprise Performance Management, Corporate

Performance Management, OneStream, Senior Consultant, Technical Consultant, Developer,

Developing, Developer, Consultant, Implementation, Integration, OneStream Consultant – UK

– Remote - £70,000-£90,000 Our client, a specialist OneStream EPM consultancy, is

looking for a OneStream Developer to join their team, a dynamic organisation that

empowers businesses to optimise their financial processes and drive growth. You’ll play a key

role in ensuring our OneStream solutions continue to meet the business needs and deliver in

line with evolving best practices. You’ll be designing and delivering new solutions in addition to

maintaining and troubleshooting issues in the existing solutions, in addition to collaborating

with colleagues across the business and delivering expert system and design advice. Key

Skills & Experience:Hands-on development experience using OneStream and comparable

EPMs including SQL and VB.NetA solid understanding of delivery methodology and in the

implementation of the solution according to the design/architectureA good understanding of

existing statutory and regulatory reporting requirementsYou’ll also have a good ability to

communicate effectively with technical and non-technical individuals, development teams,

and end users Main Responsibilities:Overseeing the troubleshooting, maintenance and

regular change control of the existing applications/solutions and ensuring business reporting

requirements are met. This encompasses the creation and maintenance of metadata,

business rules, cube views, dashboards and all components of workflows working with the

OneStream AdministratorProviding expert advice on system and process design (including

solution effort and project team structure definition) as a feed into the OneStream Design
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authorityLeading and managing aspects of the change portfolio for OneStream, acting first

as an expert advisor in the investigation stages of a new project and latterly as a Lead

DeveloperTaking ownership of the development and maintenance of design documentation

and ensuring future projects deliver consistent adequate documentation Location: UK/

Remote Candidates must be eligible to work in this country. Catch Resource Management is a

leading provider of Dynamics 365, JD Edwards, NetSuite and other ERP resources to both

end users and to product suppliers/authors. Our consultants deliver a completely

professional resourcing service, always backed up by our team of ERP specialists who are all

experienced in full project life cycle implementation and support, thus ensuring that we fully

understand our clients’ requirements and our candidates’ skills. If you have the relevant

skills and experience for this position we would welcome your application, however please

note that we receive high levels of responses to our advertisements so can only

immediately respond to those that are a close match. However, if you are interested in

hearing about similar positions then please register on our website: www.catchgroup.com.
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